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Deciduous Forest                     
Test Your Knowledge
Read the sentences and select the word that will 
complete the missing information.

1. Another name for the deciduous forest.
A. fertile   B. temperate   C. changing   D. deciduous

2. A type of animal adaptation. The animals do this to escape the cold winters.
A. maple   B. deciduous   C. changing   D. burrow

3. This word means 'tend to fall off' and it also refers to a classification of trees.
A. maple   B. deciduous   C. temperate   D. cactus

4. Leaves will change ____________each fall.
A. burrow   B. camouflage   C. color   D. fertile

5. A type of animal adaptation.  The animal will sleep all winter.
A. changing   B. maple   C. cactus   D. camouflage

6. Animals who blend in or look like the environment.
A. changing   B. temperate   C. camouflage   D. color

7. Shrubs and _______grow on the forest floor because the forest floor doesn't see 
much  sunlight.
A. moss   B. maple   C. deciduous   D. cactus

8. Deciduous forests have these types of seasons.
A. changing   B. maple   C. moss   D. color

9. The name of a tree found in the deciduous biome.
A. camouflage   B. maple   C. deciduous   D. cactus

10. The soils in the deciduous biome tend to be quite ___________.
A. camouflage   B. temperate   C. fertile   D. maple
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Deciduous Forest                     
Test Your Knowledge
Read the sentences and select the word that will 
complete the missing information.

1. Another name for the deciduous forest.
A. fertile   B. temperate   C. changing   D. deciduous

B

2. A type of animal adaptation. The animals do this to escape the cold. winters.
A. maple   B. deciduous   C. changing   D. burrow

D

3. This word means 'tend to fall off' and it also refers to a classification of trees.
A. maple   B. deciduous   C. temperate   D. cactus

B

4. Leaves will change ____________each fall.
A. burrow   B. camouflage   C. color   D. fertile

C

5. A type of animal adaptation.  The animal will sleep all winter.
A. changing   B. maple   C. cactus   D. camouflage

C

6. Animals who blend in or look like the environment.
A. changing   B. temperate   C. camouflage   D. color

C

7. Shrubs and _______grow on the forest floor because the forest floor doesn't see 
much  sunlight.
A. moss   B. maple   C. deciduous   D. cactus

A

8. Deciduous forests have these types of seasons.
A. changing   B. maple   C. moss   D. color

A

9. The name of a tree found in the deciduous biome.
A. camouflage   B. maple   C. deciduous   D. cactus

B

10. The soils in the deciduous biome tend to be quite ___________.
A. camouflage   B. temperate   C. fertile   D. maple

C
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